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Trend #1 - The future is mobile
To Provide an optimal mobile user experience
• Implications - This year, we witnessed
‘Mobilegeddon’
• If your site is not mobile friendly,
Google will penalise you
• You stand to lose business
• Google – Google mobile friendly tool

Plan for mobile first, desktop second. Mobile should be central to all
digital marketing efforts.
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Our relationship to our mobile
How times have changed….
• In a recent study conducted by Google, when asked about their
relationship with their mobile phones, people used phrases like:
– “attached to my hip,”
– “butler,”
– “lifeline”
“I pretty much call my phone my
lifeline. I use it all day, every day. If I
ever leave home without it, I feel
naked.” —Mary Kathryn L., 47

”more Google searches take place on mobile devices than on computers
in 10 countries including the US and Japan” Google

https://think.storage.googleapis.com/images/micromoments-guide-to-winning-shift-to-mobile-download.pdf
http://www.news.com.au/technology/gadgets/telstra-smartphone-and-tablet-index-reveals-australians-are-addicted-to-smartphones/story-fn6vihic-1227078120633
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Still wondering about mobile?
Stats to get you and your stakeholders over the line
About 84% of users
take their
smartphone
wherever they go.

71 % never have time
out from their device
by turning it off.

68% say they check
their phone within 15
minutes of waking up
in the morning.

87% of millenials
always have their
smartphone at their
side, day, and night.

We check our
phones 150 times a
day.

We spend 177
minutes on our
phones per day.

30% are willing to
admit that they
actually get “anxious”
when they don’t have
their phone on them.

91% of users of them
turn to their phones
for ideas in the
middle of a task.

88% of Australians
research hotels
MORE online than
they do offline.

https://think.storage.googleapis.com/images/micromoments-guide-to-winning-shift-to-mobile-download.pdf
http://www.news.com.au/technology/gadgets/telstra-smartphone-and-tablet-index-reveals-australians-are-addicted-to-smartphones/story-fn6vihic-1227078120633
The Google Consumer Barometer Survey 2014 / 2015 – Australian base
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Travellers are using mobile devices more when
they travel than they do at home
• 90% of travellers say they use their mobile phones when on holiday.
• More than a third of the world’s travellers use their mobile device more
while travelling than while at home

•

94 % of individuals worldwide
bring at least one mobile device
with them on holiday

Tripadvisor trip barometer 2014 survey of US travellers, Expedia/Egencia Mobile Index 2014
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The Future for Travel
Is mobile for planning right through to post trip sharing on social
media
• Search is more conversational
• “What is the weather going to be today?”
• Products like Google Now emerging

• Coffee “near”
• Restaurant “near me”
• Increasing immediate need for local
information
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Insight to Action
Try your business/destination on the Google
Mobile Friendly Test

http://static.googleusercontent.com/media/wwww.guge.io/en/us/intl/ALL_ALL/think/multiscreen/pdf/multi-screen-moblie-whitepaper_research-studies.pdf
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Trend #2 - Introducing the mobile micromoment
•

Any spare moment you have, you grab your mobile phone:
–
–
–
–

waiting at the train station,
waiting for your kids playing sports,
waiting in line at the supermarket,
waiting for your friend to arrive at the cafe.

• You pull out your mobile device and start ‘snacking’. Small spurts of
search activity that are highly convertible and easily influenced with the
right content.
• These are highly charged moments and very often result in action
If a business or destination is not there, not mobile it simply won’t be considered
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Mobile micro-moments

•

Particularly in the stages
– Dreaming
– Planning
– In Destination

“Of leisure travellers who are smartphone users, 69% search for travel ideas
during spare moments, like when they're standing in line or waiting for the
subway. Nearly half of those travellers go on to book their choices through an
entirely separate channel”

*https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/articles/how-micromoments-are-changing-rules.html
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How to succeed in a micromoment world
Deliver the right information at the right time – in the right
micromoment.
Travel is one of the most
snacked on
micromoments.

2 of the top questions typed into
Google about travel are:
“What to do in [destination]?”
“Where is [destination]?”

Is your content snackable
, easy to digest in a
microment?
https://think.storage.googleapis.com/images/micromoments-guide-to-winning-shift-to-mobile-download.pdf
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Consequences of not being useful and mobile.
91% of users will go to another site if yours is not mobile friendly
and it doesn’t satisfy their needs
•

If you are not useful, customers will just move on, they might never come back.
–
–
–
–
–

they cant find the information quickly enough
It might be hard to navigate if business is not mobile
40% are less likely to come back to the app or site
28% are less likely to buy products
29% WILL immediately go to another company’s mobile site or app for what
they need

•

In places like where we are today, cache content for apps

•

No excuse for lack of or no mobile optimisation in this day and age.

https://think.storage.googleapis.com/images/micromoments-guide-to-winning-shift-to-mobile-download.pdf
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Insight
It means if they are planning a trip to Western Melbourne and
they can’t find information that is useful or mobile, they might
go elsewhere
1.

Is your council tourism / business site useful to:
– Visitors who are planning a trip
•
Snackable content:
– Images, video, break outs bullets
– VFR hosts and travellers
•
Does your attraction talk to hosts?
– Your target markets?
Business travellers. How is the room configured to help me work?
Where are the powerpoints in relation to desk?
Where can I meet clients near or at the hotel?
What if I just want a bit of toast for breakfast?

2.

What is genuinely useful information to help people plan their trip?
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Insight to Action
Are you there?
•

1.

Lets go through the exercise and see what happens when you search for your own
destination or business and hold the mirror up?
Grab your mobile, imagine you are a potential visitor planning a trip to your
destination or attraction

2.

Perform some of the top searches in your travel category:
1. “Things to do in xxxx”
You will uncover some
2. “Hotels in xxx”
gaps, now you need to
3. Restaurants in xxx
plan to close those gaps!
4. Shopping in xxx
5. Cafes near me
6. Shopping near me
How can you micromoment you
7. Restaurants near scienceworks
Business or destination?
Micromoments Map
3. Then, do the same for Youtube
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LOCAL

3 Ways
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Trend #1 Local love – looking for local connections to the place I am in
Despite globalisation, despite online; place still matters. Whether driven by a
sense of pride, authenticity, convenience and/ or eco-concerns, travellers and
consumers will continue to embrace ‘local’ products, services and knowledge
•

Increasingly so for local tourism experiences
– Western Melbourne well placed for authenticity, local, ethnic diversity through food,
culture and heritage

•

Travellers are looking for local hero’s and authentic local experiences:
– Locally-produced goods offer consumers a sense of authenticity, community, connection
and belonging.
• African
• Vietnamese

– Connect your locale to the travellers – easy to do through VFR (don’t forget your hosts)
initiatives and localised content.
• Local eateries, local designers, local coffee, gems
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Local guides and local experiences
Travellers increasingly want to get off the tourist trail in search of the real locals and
authentic experiences. They also want to connect with locals
•

Travellers are looking for ‘choice cuts’ – not ‘Disney secret’ Melbourne laneways
– Overwhelmed, choice-saturated consumers are looking to destinations and
travel brands to create curated collections and provide relevant
recommendations.

How can you connect your locals, local experiences with travellers while they are
planning and while they are in destination?
What are Western Melbourne’s local choice cuts?
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Local #2 Hyper local – what’s going on around me NOW
Consumers naturally want to know what is going on around them. With new tools,
apps, devices available, they want it in real-time too.
•

Whether it’s half yearly sales or finding out
what’s on the menu at nearby restaurants
consumers naturally want to know what’s
going on around them.
– They are after all looking to connect to
local love

•

widespread use of the smartphones means
travellers can access information on-the-go
and constantly broadcast their location

•

Travellers and consumers need information
on their surrounding areas to orient
themselves and feel in control.
– No one likes getting lost, not knowing
where to buy groceries, where the gym is,
etc.
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Key is to talk about things around you that’s local – shopping
and eating close by even if you are attractions.
Geocode as much as you can.
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Local #3 Infolust
Forget information overload: consumers’ desire for relevant, useful, timely
information is insatiable. Consumers will continue to lap up products, tools and
services that bring them the right information, at the right time, in an
understandable, intuitive and actionable way.
•

Upon arriving at a destination and / or hotel, a consumer’s mobile search behaviour is about
overcoming unfamiliarity with their current surroundings

•

The most common search terms are:
– “hotels near me”
– ‘food near me,”
– “breakfast near me,”
– “restaurants near me,”
– “bars near me”
– “attractions near me”
– “Shopping near me”

Mobile queries per user from hotel
properties have grown 49% since last year,
with many including the phrase “near me.”
How can hotels like Quest facilitate this?

•

As these travellers get familiar with where they are, they also immediately begin deciding
what they want to do when in the destination

•

Appropriate for both day trippers and overnighters
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Lets have a look at a few cases of local…
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Airbnb local experiences
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At time of writing, only 2 in Sydney - foodie, none in Melbourne. Hint hint, opportunity.
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Airbnb Hosted walks
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STREET FOOD
BANGKOK

App helps tourists discover
Bangkok’s street food
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PORTER & SAIL

Concierge app aimed at hotels
and their guests
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Google local guides
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Local guides
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TOURISM
AUSTRALIA

Australia unveils the ultimate
selfie opportunity
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HIROSHIMA
TOURIST BOARD

Tourist board unveils cat-guided
city maps
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So what do I do back at the office
•

Make sure your business and destination has as many businesses as possible claimed on
Google My Business.

– If you are a hotel or a business, connect your business with as many interesting shops
and restaurants, attractions as possible. The more there is to do, the longer they will
stay at your hotel
•

Ensure you populate the Google My Business listing with GREAT content, including photos,
videos, and sample menus.

•

Ensure you encourage reviews on Google My Business. You need at least 5 reviews before
stars are visible. Stars matter and so do reviews.
– Google review snippets are now shown on the search results pages of hotels

•

Encourage reviews everywhere – Facebook, Tripadvisor, Yelp

•

Ensure businesses are mobile friendly – if your business is not mobile friendly, impatient
travellers will find a business that is.

•

Geocode your content where possible - you can do this on Youtube for example.
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Insights to Action
Keeping it local
•

What are the choice cuts of your LGA?
– Shopping
– Eating
– Culture and heritage

•

Consider your target markets and make a list for each
– VFR
– Mums and kids/families visiting
– Travellers and Melburnians looking for ‘choice cuts’ – not laneways

•

Elements of trusted content include:
– Has to be useful
– Provides value
– It is authentic
– It is local
– Portrayal of true local issues
– Share everything you know about not just you but things related to your business and
destination
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Sitting in Sydney, I search ‘shopping in
Williamstown’. I get Coles and Woolies!
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Interesting looking businesses unclaimed on
Google My Business – no content
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Disclaimer: If you have any disclaimer or notes you want to place here,
please go into the Master Slide and edit the text.
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